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Abstract
Quantitative analysis of plant phenotypes in the field has become a major bottleneck due to the large
amount of breeding trials that need to be scored and analysed. Traditionally, phenotyping is done
manually by plant breeders by visual scoring and manual measurements. It is labour intensive, nonsystematic and susceptible to human error. By improving the phenotyping efficiency, the number of
crosses and environments that can be used for selection will increase leading to an increase in the rate
of developing superior crop varieties.
This research presents a novel approach to determine the germination score of maize crops in the field
two weeks after emergence based on VHR UAV borne imagery. The study area consisted of a
phenotyping experiment with 3838 plots planted with different maize (Zea Mays) cultivars. Two
different image segmentation workflows were developed using open source software. The image
segmentation workflows were designed to be robust under the variable conditions experienced in the
field during image acquisition and to be suitable for different crop types. The effect of changing
environmental conditions experienced in the field during data acquisition on the performance of the
image segmentation workflows were reported to aid to the understanding of the specific challenges
of analysing in field imagery.
The performance of both an edge detection based approach and a matched filtering based approach
were applied to count the number of emerged maize plants in the field. The edge detection based
approach resulted in an average accuracy of 47%, largely underestimating the number of plants. The
matched filtering based approach resulted in an average accuracy of 97%, only slightly underestimating
the number of plants. The main environmental factors influencing the results were changes in
incoming radiation during image acquisition, the heterogeneous background colour and weed patches
in the field. Specific steps in the image segmentation workflow were developed to deal with these
conditions.
The main limiting factor for the performance of the edge detection based approach were the large
number of neighbouring plants with overlapping leaves. A possible improvement would be an addition
to the workflow that can segment objects consisting of multiple neighbouring plants into individual
plants. The matched filtering based approach showed very good results and has great potential for
precision agriculture applications. The main limiting factor is the variation in crop size and orientation
on the imagery. By improving the used selection criteria, the accuracy of the algorithm can be
increased and the algorithm can be made more versatile.
The performance and potential applications of the developed image segmentation algorithms showed
the potential of UAV borne remote sensing in combination with automated image analysis for precision
agriculture and high throughput phenotyping. The image segmentation algorithms have been
developed using open source software and work perform on regular personal computers. This makes
the developed workflow very suitable for upscaling and use in day to day practices.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Context and background

Early in the history of agriculture, farmers learned already that selecting specific seeds with desired
characteristics would result in better harvests and crops with more desired plant traits. It is this
principal of careful selection of the best seeds for re-sowing that brought agriculture to the level where
it stands now (Kochupillai 2016). Nowadays plant scientists and breeders are facing the enormous
challenge of coping with annual population growth and climate change. Since the 1980s molecular
breeding in plants developed, rapidly improving the rate of genetic improvement in plants. These
improvements in genotyping enabled diversity panels of thousands of recombinant inbred lines for
phenotyping (Moose & Mumm 2008). This rapid improvement in genotyping in the last decades was
not accompanied with rapid improvement in phenotyping. Because phenotyping capabilities lag
behind genotyping a so-called phenotyping bottleneck has arisen (Fiorani & Schurr 2013; Cobb et al.
2013). Traditional phenotyping is very labour intensive. The limited possibilities for large scale
phenotyping in the field limits the ability to fully understand the genetics of quantitative traits related
to yield, stress adaptation and growth. By improving the phenotyping efficiency, the number of crosses
and environments that can be used for selection will increase, leading to an increase in the probability
of finding a superior variety of a crop (Li et al. 2014).

1.2.

Problem description

The last decades technological innovations in remote sensing have created new opportunities for
phenotyping methodologies. Remote sensing of agricultural fields started in the 1980s with satellite
remote sensing. The spatial resolution of satellites doesn’t allow individual plant based analysis, revisit
times limit the number of observations during the critical crop-phenological stages and the temporal
resolution is further limited due to the weather dependency. These shortcomings of spaceborne
remote sensing are tackled by airborne remote sensing. However, the high costs of airborne imaging
campaigns with airplanes or helicopters have prevented the wide spread use of the technology for
precision agriculture (Zarco-Tejada 2008). In more recent years highly automated analysis methods
have been developed. Currently, two different technological developments are converging towards
each other. One line of technology focussing on deriving traits at high throughput (more than 1000
plants per day) from laboratory grown plants and the other line of technology focussing on high
throughput in field monitoring and imaging methodologies either from ground based or unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) (Rajendran et al. 2009). Since UAVs hold the greatest potential for relieving the
phenotyping bottleneck by offering a “one size fits all” platform for image acquisition (Furbank &
Tester 2011; Araus & Cairns 2014).
The success of UAV borne remote sensing technology for plant phenotyping relies on the ability to
automatically extract useful information from the images (Montes et al. 2011). To optimize the
extraction of information from images the plant and the background must be precisely separated. This
step of so called image segmentation is a challenging step in the process to automate. The discipline
dealing with automation of the image segmentation of georeferenced images is the field of geographic
object based image analysis (GEOBIA). By delimiting the different objects in an image, GEOBIA is the
critical bridge between remote sensing data (usually in raster format) towards vector based data used
in geographic information systems (GIS) for many applications (Hay & Castilla 2008). In lab or
greenhouse conditions the image segmentation has proven successful in a number of studies (Reuzeau
2011; Wolf et al. 2008). In lab studies it is usually sufficient to work with colour thresholding methods
(Joosen et al. 2010). However, these methods are not robust under the changing light and
environmental conditions that are usually experienced in the field during data acquisition. Changes in
soil colour and texture or light intensity limit the use of fixed threshold values and can create overlap
1

between the pixel values corresponding to plants and the soil, effectively increasing the noise in the
thresholding output. Data acquired in the field usually requires a combination of different
segmentation techniques to get a robust result. For example the study of Lootens et al. (2016) used a
combination of colour, texture and edge based approaches to derive lateral expansion and regrowth
in perennial ryegrass (Lolium Perenne) two weeks after cutting, based on images taken from a tripod
in the field. Because they used the combination of image segmentation techniques their method was
able to deal with the changes in light conditions and soil (background) colour. To further improve the
ability of remote sensing for in field high throughput phenotyping robust image segmentation
algorithms must be developed that work for UAV borne data products of agricultural fields. For that
reason, the current study will develop and test a state of the art image segmentation workflow based
on UAV borne data that was acquired for the phenotyping of maize breeding trials. The focus is on
counting and delineating individual maize plants just after emergence for crop scoring. Cost efficiency
and usability are two important parameters for the success of UAVs in agriculture. For this reason, the
research will develop the image segmentation workflow using techniques that allow implementation
with open source software and libraries.

1.3.

Research objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a methodology for automated GEOBIA to derive
individual plants and their geometry traits in agricultural fields from UAV borne VHR images. The goal
is to identify each individual plant for the final goal of analysing different traits related to the individual
plants. The influence of changes in light conditions and background colour on the image segmentation
will be investigated. Mainly open source software is used for the image segmentation to keep the
research cost efficient and the methodology easy to use. This development will contribute to the
potential of UAVs in the field of precision agriculture and plant breeding.

1.4.
•
•
•

Research questions

Which image segmentation technique(s) seem most applicable for analysis of individual plants
and what is the performance?
How is the performance of the image segmentation influenced by variations in the
environmental conditions (e.g., soil background) encountered in the field?
What are the major pros and cons towards upscaling to field level? of the created
methodology?

1.5.

Thesis outline

The thesis starts with a literature review of the current state of the use of drones and GEOBIA for plant
phenotyping in chapter 2. Subsequently, chapter 3 describes the study area, data collection and
resulting data. In chapter 4 the various methodologies are being described. In chapter 5 the results are
shown, while in chapter 6 the results are discussed. In chapter 7 the conclusion and recommendations
are given.
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2. Literature review
2.1.

Remote sensing and plant phenotyping

Accelerated crop improvement techniques are needed to counter increasing abiotic and biotic stress
conditions related to climate change and to meet increased global food demands. High-throughput
crop phenotyping methods are seen as an approach that can significantly improve phenotyping for
plant breeding (Furbank & Tester 2011; Walter et al. 2012; Cobb et al. 2013). The first satellite based
remote sensing applications aimed at providing parameters derived from the images for several
applications, like e.g., crop classification and mapping (Pax-Lenney & Woodcock 1997), crop
forecasting and yield predictions (Clevers 1997), crop status and condition monitoring (Clevers et al.
1994), weed detection (Everitt et al. 1995), disease detection and nutrient deficiency detection (Adams
et al. 1999) and photosynthetic pigment content estimation (Zarco-Tejada et al. 2005). These
applications of satellite remote sensing in agriculture are still limited to high spatial resolution satellite
sensors that have a limited spectral resolution and revisit time. For that reason, satellite remote
sensing in agriculture is mainly used for scientific studies in experimental fields and not in day to day
practices. Recently, numerous studies have contributed to the success of remote sensing for plant
breeding by using very high resolution (VHR) imagery of lab-based or in field conditions. Image
acquisition was either ground based or airborne with the use of UAVs. For example fluorescence
sensing was used for estimating photosynthesis (Tuberosa 2012; Munns et al. 2010), visible and near
infrared spectroscopy was used for monitoring physiological changes in crops induced by nutrient and
water stress (van Maarschalkerweerd et al. 2013), visible imaging for biomass estimation of the shoots
(Berger et al. 2010; Golzarian et al. 2011) and water stress detection by thermal imaging (Jones et al.
2009). Although, both lab- or greenhouse-based methods and in field methods were successful in
quantifying different morphological parameters of crops, it is in field high throughput phenotyping that
holds the greatest potential for relieving the phenotyping bottleneck (Furbank & Tester 2011; Araus &
Cairns 2014; Fiorani & Schurr 2013). Because in field phenotyping maximizes the relevance of the
results to plant breeders and farmers since it gives the ultimate expression of the effects of genetic
factors, environmental factors and their interaction on critical production traits.

2.2.

In field phenotyping platforms

Typical plant breeding fields are often large with thousands of small-scale experimental plots. High
throughput phenotyping platforms have to be able to efficiently gather data while affecting field
conditions as little as possible. Traditional methods rely on manually measuring field conditions. This
is time consuming and error prone due to subjective interpretations by different plant breeders.
Modern high throughput phenotyping platforms have to be fast, flexible and efficient. There are
ground based as well as airborne solutions, all with their own pros and cons that offer this functionality
(figure 2.1). A big advantages of ground based solutions is that they can make use of the real time
kinematic (RTK) GNSS system for centimetre accurate positioning. Secondly, the acquired data is much
more stable under changing atmospheric conditions because ground based phenotyping platforms
offer proximal sensing sensors based platforms that can make use of flashes and/or covers to stabilize
the white balance. This results in higher resolution images with illumination control and known
distance to crops (Haghighattalab et al. 2016). In addition, up to date there are also numerous
parameters that cannot be detected by airborne measurements, like for example early state fungus
infections (Martinelli et al. 2015)
The biggest limitations of ground based platforms in contrast to airborne phenotyping platforms are
mainly the scale at which they can be used, limitations of the portability and the time required to make
the measurements. Airborne data acquisition allows a rapid assessment of all the plots, by a
combination of speed of flight and the ability to capture hundreds of plots in one combined ortho3

mosaic image. This effectively minimises the change in environmental conditions during data
acquisition. Disadvantages of airborne phenotyping solutions are that accurate georeferencing of
airborne-based imagery proves to be much more of a challenge, although RTK GNSS positioning is
becoming increasingly available on UAVs too. Secondly, an atmospheric correction is required for the
derivation of physical parameters from the acquired data (Feng et al. 2015). As there are many
different crop types and field set-ups, there is no “one size fits all” solution for ground-based platforms,
while airborne platforms have the potential to be this “one size fits all solutions” since, especially UAVs,
have the potential to capture VHR imagery at a relatively low cost in a short time span without affecting
field conditions. The aforementioned pros and cons of the different approaches have resulted in the
fact that UAVs are now widely considered the number one piece of hardware for relieving the
phenotyping bottleneck (Sankaran et al. 2015).

Figure 2.1 Approaches to remote sensing for high throughput phenotyping, with pros and cons listed for different in field
methods.

Since the development of UAVs, data acquisition for in field high throughput phenotyping is no longer
the main issue. The bottleneck moved from a hardware to a software problem. There is an urgent need
for the development of accurate and mainly robust automated image analysis algorithms that can
extract phenotypic information. Currently, the analysis of images is the weakest or sometimes missing
link in the process (Minervini et al. 2015).

2.3.

Geographic object based image analysis

Image segmentation is the crucial step before image classification in every image analysis workflow.
The goal of the image segmentation step is to divide remote sensing imagery into multiple segments
or so called image-objects in order to simplify an image into a more meaningful structure of relevant
objects (Ruiz et al. 2011). After the image segmentation a feature extraction is carried out. Feature
extraction refers to the process of deriving spatial, spectral and temporal characteristics from the
different objects in an image that can directly be linked to and contained in spatial geodatabases. This
effectively converts a raster image file to a vector based geodatabase with information on every
individual object. The combination of the image segmentation and feature extraction is so called
Geographic Object Based Image Analysis (GEOBIA) (Blaschke 2010). The resulting objects with their
features contain additional spectral and spatial information compared to individual pixels because the
properties of the combined pixels in an object are also derived, for example texture or structural
features. The result is that the classification of objects is more accurate than pixel based image
classification methods (Berberoglu & Curran 2006).
Object based image analysis (OBIA) is used for decades in disciplines such as computer vision,
biomedical imaging or material sciences. The development of high resolution imagery and powerful
4

software that bridges the gap between image processing and GIS functionalities in an object based
environment resulted in the emergence of GEOBIA as a subdiscipline. Although practical applications
of GEOBIA and OBIA vary widely within and between the different disciplines, they all rely on the same
principles and techniques for the segmentation of images in meaningful objects. Due to this relation
the field of GEOBIA can build on the large number of developed methods and algorithms and ongoing
developments in the related disciplines (Blaschke et al. 2000).
GEOBIA, as described above, is the ultimate solution for automated high throughput plant
phenotyping. However, there are numerous aspects that make GEOBIA for high throughput
phenotyping a challenging task. High throughput plant phenotyping is done on many different scales
and modalities with a wide variety of sensors. Sensors can vary from optical and hyperspectral imaging
to magnetic resonance imaging or fluorescence imaging (Rahaman et al. 2015). Spatial scales range
from microscopic subcellular level under lab conditions to field size quantification. Typical parameters
that have to be derived from images comprise size, shape and structural traits of entire plants or
populations. All the aforementioned parameters also change over time, since plants are dynamic,
growing, systems. In general, the complexity of the parameters is increasing over time. Plants emerge
below image resolution and grow exponentially until growth levels off several orders of magnitude
larger. Relevant timescales also vary over several orders of magnitude. For the cellular level relevant
time scales may be seconds or minutes, it is in the range of hours to days for leaves and days or months
for entire plants (Minervini et al. 2015). The relevant changes have to be monitored under the changing
conditions of a field setup. Thus, for accurate and reliable image segmentation the desired algorithms
have to be able to accurately segment an image into objects and background, that both change over
time. While being insusceptible to the changing atmospheric conditions.
In the greenhouse, fully automatic image segmentation methods have been successful with images
acquired under strict and stable conditions. The stable conditions allowed for a simplified approach to
the segmentation problem based on pixel intensity in one or a combination of channels. Either
calibrated thresholds (Hartmann et al. 2011) or on histogram based methods such as Gaussian mixture
modelling or Otsu’s method for thresholding (Vylder et al. 2011) were used to identify the plant in the
image. To deal with the additional challenges of in field imaging, image segmentation methods need
additional information compared to the controlled environment of a greenhouse to get accurate
results. The utilization of for example depth or infrared information can facilitate the segmentation
process by allowing the calculation of red edge based vegetation indices for contrast enhancement or
depth measurements for the inclusion of height information in the segmentation process (Chéné et al.
2012). Also prior spatial knowledge can aid to the quality of the image segmentation. The inclusion of
cartographic limits of parcels for example is reported to improve the quality of land use and crop
classification in studies (Walter 2004; De Martino et al. 2004). The same principle can be used to
improve the identification of plant objects in the field. For example GNSS tracks of the sowing pattern
can be used as a spatial constraint for GEOBIA of plants in the field. Machine learning approaches
based on learning shapes of leaves or crops from a labelled data set show their limitations when
applied to plant phenotyping. The algorithms are not able to deal with the great diversity in shapes
resulting from genetic variation, growing conditions and acquisition conditions. At this point, although
counting and segmenting leaves or plants may be very easy for a human, there are no automated
algorithmic solutions yet that comes close to the human performance (Minervini et al. 2015).
The novelty of this study is the inclusion of a combination of the different image analysis techniques
mentioned above into one workflow, combined with the very high quality UAV borne data with a
ground resolution of 9mm per pixel. The innovative approach to the image segmentation workflow
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and high quality data acquisition give this study the ability to improve image segmentation results for
high throughput phenotyping based on existing and proven technologies.
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3. Study area and data description
3.1.

Study area

The study area is a test field with an experimental set up of maize cultivar trial groups (Zea Mays). The
field is located near the village of Reusel, in the southern part of the Netherlands (Lat. 51.320294, Long.
5.173709) and approximately 6,2 ha in size (Figure 3.1). The field contained 3838 plots in total of 29
different maize (Zea Mays) cultivar trial groups sowed in equidistant rows.

Figure 3.1 A RGB orthomosaic of the study area acquired at 22-09-2015 overlaid on Openstreetmap (left), shown with
respect to the Netherlands (right). (Van Der Voort 2016)

3.2.

Data collection

The dataset was acquired on 26-05-2015,
just after plant emergence. The
Aerialtronics Altura AT8 v1 octocopter
(figure 3.2) was used as the UAV platform
for the Multispectral Mapping System
(MUMSY). MUMSY consists of two Canon
D700 cameras, one RGB and one colourinfrared modified camera. The colourinfrared modified camera has the
following modifications compared to the
RGB camera (figure 3.3):
Figure 3.2 The Aerialtronics Altura AT8 v1 octocopter used for this
study.

•

The “Red” band has been converted to NIR. The centre is approximately 720nm.
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•
•

The centre of the “Green” band is narrowed and stretches from approximately 460nm to 575
nm.
The range of the “Blue” band is extended into the UV light (380 nm). This band is often referred
to as “deep blue”

Figure 3.3 Wavelength distribution of the different bands of the multispectral camera that was used for data acquisition in
nanometres.

During flight, the cameras took pictures every 2 seconds in raw image format using the following
configuration: the used ISO value was 200, the shutter time was 1/640 seconds and both cameras used
28 mm f/5.6 lenses. The field was covered by 5 different flight lines that largely overlap. The overlap
was used to create 3D surface models. Figure 3.4 shows the flight lines and coverage of the field. The
locations of the images were stored with a Canon GPS receiver. The resulting dataset consists of 753
RGB and 753 false colour images with a pixel size of approximately 1 mm and a GPS location added to
the meta data.

Figure 3.4 The flight path. From blue to red (high to low) the colour shows the relative number of overlapping images.
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3.2.1. Weather conditions
Since the data is collected with passive sensors the weather and especially the incoming radiation of
the sun has a large influence on the acquired data. The radiometric calibration is executed to convert
the measured digital numbers (DN) to reflectance factor values. For a reliable result stable weather
conditions are required, preferably a clear sky (Suomalainen et al. 2014). During data acquisition the
weather was changeable with clouds and sunshine interchanging. Also the thickness of the cloud cover
varied over time as is shown in figure 3.5. These conditions resulted in varying lighting conditions
during image acquisition.

Figure 3.5 An image of the sky right before the UAV started image acquisition. The sky is very cloudy with differences in the
cloud thickness, affecting the amount of incoming radiation.
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3.3.

Data description

The unstable atmospheric conditions during image acquisition affected the intensity of the acquired
images. Figure 3.6 shows an image acquired under sunny conditions and an image acquired under
cloudy conditions. Both histograms show a comparable pattern. The difference is that the mean
intensity of the darker image is lower (in this case 32%) than the mean intensity of the light image.
Although image acquisition under changeable weather conditions is undesired it is an important aspect
to consider during the development of image analysis techniques. Unstable weather conditions, like
the conditions encountered during image acquisition, are quite common in the Netherlands and large
other parts of the world.

Figure 3.6 A light image, acquired under sunny conditions (A) and a dark image, acquired under cloudy conditions (B) and
corresponding histograms A’ and B’ respectively. Both images were used as a part of the orthomosaic.

After the radiometric calibration and geometric correction were applied, as explained in the
methodology, there were two resulting orthomosaics (RGB and FC) that are both shown in figure 3.7.
The orthomosaics are corrected for camera angle and distortions, UAV movement, flight height and
have a ground resolution of 9mm per pixel. Both orthomosaics suffered from the differences in
reflectance factor values resulting from the atmospheric conditions during image acquisition. The flight
pattern of the UAV is party visible in the orthomosaic due to the differences in light intensity between
the different images that contributed to the orthomosaic.
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Figure 3.7 RGB orthomosaic of the study area. Both orthomosaics are compiled of the 236 images that were acquired at 2605-2015. The images suffered from the unstable atmospheric conditions during image acquisition, as a result the orthomosaic
shows large difference in reflectance value depending on the light intensity during image acquisition. The red boxes indicate
the areas that were used for the development and testing of the methodology. This is explained in more details in the methods
section (chapter 4).
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4. Methodology
This research used UAV borne multispectral imagery to determine the germination score of maize
crops just after emergence. Figure 4.1 gives a schematic overview of the methodology. A literature
study was done to create an overview of different software and technologies used in the field of
GEOBIA. Pre-processing of the multispectral high resolution imagery consisted of a radiometric and
geometric calibration to correct for distortions caused by the atmosphere, the camera lens and
movement of the UAV during image acquisition and to create high resolution orthophotos. The
enhanced normalized difference vegetation index (ENDVI) was derived from the high resolution
orthophotos and the calculated vegetation indices were used as a starting point for the development
of a robust segmentation algorithm that detects individual germinating plants. The results were
validated to assess the accuracy of the plant count and to identify the influence of different
environmental factors encountered in the field on the performance of the algorithm.

Figure 4.1 Schematic overview of the workflow used for this study. The different processes mentioned in this diagram are
discussed in more detail in the paragraphs corresponding to the process. Pre-processing consists of geometric and radiometric
calibration of the multispectral imagery and the generation of the high resolution orthomosaic. The image segmentation
techniques, used in the developed workflow, were selected based on the literature review. The actual process of running the
developed image segmentation workflow on the orthomosaic is the process of GEOBIA. And for the validation process the
results of a manual plant count were compared with the results of the automatic plant count.

Out of the entire orthomosaic a subset of four orthophotos with a 3072 x 3072 resolution were used
to develop and test and validate the above mentioned workflow. The subset represented the variations
that were found in the orthomosaic of the study area. The orthophotos showed differences in light
intensity during acquisition, differences in crop row orientation and intersecting crop rows, patches of
weeds, tire tracks in the field and differences in soil colour. Figure 10.1 up to figure 10.4 in the
appendix show the four selected subsets of the RGB and FC orthomosaic. Throughout the rest of the
report there will be referred to the orthophotos as RGB-A, RGB-B, RGB-C and RGB-D and FC-A to FC-D,
identical to how the orthophotos are labelled in the respective figures in the appendix.
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4.1.

Software setup

The photogrammetric pre-processing of the data was done using the workflow of Agisoft Photoscan
1.2.6. The image segmentation algorithm was developed using a virtual environment with python
2.7.12. The virtual environment was managed with Anaconda and Spyder 3.1.4 was used as integrated
development environment (IDE). Table 4.1 shows the important installed packages that have been
used. Figure 10.5 in the appendix shows the entire setup of the virtual environment.
Table 4.1 The most important libraries that were used for developing the image segmentation workflow

Software/Libraries
Python
OpenCV
Numpy
Matplotlib
Pip
Scipy

4.2.

Purpose
Programming language
Computer Vision
Numerical operations
Generate plots
Packages installer
Additional numerical routines

Version
2.7.12
2.4.11
1.10.1
1.5.1
9.0.1
0.16.0

Pre-processing of image data

Pre-processing of the image data consisted of a radiometric calibration, a geometric correction and
resampling of the images to create orthophotos with different resolutions. Figure 4.2 shows the preprocessing workflow. Except for resizing of the images all the pre-processing was done using Agisoft
Photoscan 1.2.6. The images were resized using python and the openCV library.

Figure 4.2 Schematic overview of the pre-processing workflow.

4.2.1. Radiometric calibration
Radiometric distortions are mainly caused by the atmosphere as a transmission medium through which
radiation must travel. Particles in the atmosphere cause irradiation from the sun and radiance from
the target pixel to scatter. This process creates a mixed signal that is measured at the sensor. Different
molecules in the air absorb incoming radiation and convert it into heat, changing the spectral profile
of the radiation (Richards & Jia 2006). By correcting for the atmospheric distortions, the dimensionless
digital numbers in the image were converted into reflectance factor values.
The radiometric calibration is applied according to the methodology developed by Suomalainen et al.,
(2014).
First the raw digital numbers (DN) of the pixels were converted into radiance (L) units using a pixelwise dark current and flat field calibration according to the following equation:
𝐿 = 𝐷𝑁

𝐷𝑁−𝐷𝑁𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 −𝐷𝑁𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝐿𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

(1)

DN is the intensity of an individual pixel in the image to be calibrated, as recorded by the camera. DNflat
field is the pixel intensity in a flat field calibration image, DNdark current is the intensity of the same pixel in
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a dark current calibration image and Lflat field is the flat field radiance at the central wavelength of the
pixel. Since this study was field calibrated using a reflectance reference method an absolute calibration
was not necessary an thus the flat field radiance was set to (Lflat field = 1). This effectively converts the
output of the first calibration step to pseudo-radiance units.
To convert the pseudo-radiance units into reflectance factor values, effectively correcting for
atmospheric distortions in the image data, reference panels were used during image acquisition. The
reference panels have a known reflectance factor that was used to derive the ratio between the
pseudo radiance values in the acquired images and the reflectance factors according to the following
equation:
𝑅𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝐿

𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

(2)

Values for Rimage are typically between 0 and 1. Lreference is the reflected radiance from the reference
panel. It was measured during image acquisition by taking a picture of the panel in the field (Nolet et
al. 2017).

4.2.2. Geometric correction
The geometric correction was applied to correct for distortions caused by the camera lens and the
movement of the UAV and to create a georeferenced orthomosaic of the study area. Agisoft photoscan
1.2.6. software was used for the correction. The general workflow used by the software to correct the
data and create a georeferenced orthomosaic is as follows (Agisoft LLC 2016):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loading photos into Photoscan
Removing unnecessary images
Aligning photos
Building dense point cloud
Building mesh (3D polygonal model)
Generating texture
Building tiled model
Building digital elevation model
Building orthomosaic
Exporting results

The used processing parameter settings in agisoft are given in figure 10.6 in the appendix. The general
workflow is described below.
For the image alignment Photoscan used the GNSS data from the metadata of the images. Based on
the approximate positions of the images the software starts to look for so called tie points. Tie points
correspond to points in the field that can be identified by the software on multiple different images.
The tie points are used in the last step to link the images together and calculate camera position and
orientation for every image.
For the generation of the point cloud, mesh and DEM, the internal structure from motion algorithm
(SfM) developed by Agisoft was used. The SfM algorithm uses the movement of the camera to create
multiple viewing angles of the same point, figure 4.3 shows the principle of creating a 3D model from
structure from motion. To ensure enough overlap between the different images Δt was set at two
seconds during acquisition. Since the goal of this study was to investigate the image segmentation
process, the influence of the SfM algorithm on the outcome was not considered for the results.
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For this study the goal was to create an orthomosaic with the highest possible quality to use that for
the image segmentation. For that reason, the agisoft workflow (image alignment, building of the dense
point cloud, mesh, texture and DEM) was executed with settings on high. This meant that agisoft
photoscan used the original photos for the process, in contrast to downscaled photos that would have
been used otherwise. The resulting orthomosaic was exported in 16 bit tiles of 3072 x 3072 pixels with
a spatial resolution of 9 mm per pixel.

Figure 4.3 The figure shows the principle of structure from motion. By viewing the identical feature points from different
angles, the displacement in the different images can be used to derive the 3D structure of the object. (image courtesy of the
haskins society journal).

For accurate georeferencing the orthomosaic, stereo ground control points (GCPs) were used. Stereo
GCPs are GCPs that are observed from different angles. The coordinates of the GCPs were accurately
determined using a RTK GNSS system. The GCPs had to be identified manually in at least two images
each, the GCPs were then used to determine how the different images related to each other. In a realignment step that was executed using only the GCPs as a spatial reference. Possible nonlinear
deformations were removed and the estimated coordinates of the points and camera positions were
optimized. This step minimized the reference coordinate misalignment error and the sum of
reprojection error (Agisoft LLC 2016).

4.2.3. Calculation of the ENDVI
Rasmussen et al. (2016) tested the performance of the ExG, NGRDI, NDVI and ENDVI derived from
converted consumer grade cameras mounted on UAVs. The study concluded that the used vegetation
index does not has a significant impact on the ability to assess the general quantity and vigour of green
vegetation in terms of vegetation indices. For this reason we decided to use the ENDVI as the
vegetation index of choice. The ENDVI is easier to calculate based on the acquired imagery than the
NDVI because the required channels are all included in the NIR images.
The ENDVI is used as vegetation index to increase the contrast between green plants and the
background (mainly the soil) of the image. The ENDVI is developed by the manufacturer (Llewellyn
Data Processing (LDP LLC), www.maxmax.com) of the multispectral camera system used in this study.
The index is calculated using the following formula:
((𝑁𝐼𝑅+𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛)−(2∗𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒))

𝐸𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 = ((𝑁𝐼𝑅+𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛)+(2∗𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒))

(3)
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NIR and Green are taken together as reflecting channels. The blue channel is multiplied by two to
compensate for the NIR and Green channels summed together. The calculation was done using the
openCV library for python. The resulting images were referred to as and ENDVI-A to ENDVI-D identical
to the label of the FC images that were used (FC-A became ENDVI-A etc.).

4.3.

Image segmentation

A workflow was created to identify and count the individual maize plants just after emergence. The
workflow consists of five steps and is shown in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Schematic overview of the workflow used for the image segmentation.

Adaptive Gaussian thresholding (AGT) was applied as a first separation of foreground and background
pixels. After that the Hough line transform algorithm was used improve the foreground extraction by
using relative position of the pixels. The plant delineation was based on the edges in the images and
the plant count was based on the ENDVI values.

4.3.1. Foreground extraction
The first step consists of a so called foreground extraction. In this step the plants in the image (the
foreground) were separated from the background (bare soil). The ENDVI was used to enhance the
difference in intensity between plants and background. AGT was used to extract the features with an
high ENDVI value from the images. The benefit of using AGT in contrast to global thresholding was that
it is not very sensitive to differences in lighting conditions throughout the image, this made AGT a more
robust method for foreground extraction than other thresholding techniques.
AGT makes use of a user defined moving window and threshold value based on the distribution of pixel
values in the moving window for the foreground extraction. The moving window was defined as 101 x
101 pixels. The size of the moving window is based on the interrow space plus the width of one crop
row. The benefit of the small window size is that it makes the thresholding algorithm perform more
robust under changes in light intensity that occurred during image acquisition, while it maintains
homogeneity in the pixel value distribution of the moving windows. For every iteration the moving
window contains one crop row and the bare soil of the interspace. The homogeneity in the distribution
is important for setting the threshold value, since the formula for the threshold value is based on the
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pixel distribution of the moving windows. The threshold value was set as the mean pixel value of the
moving window + 1.1 * the standard deviation of the pixel values in the moving window. This number
was based on trial and error. Higher threshold values caused part of the crops to be classified as
background pixels, while lower threshold values included too much bare soil in the foreground
extraction. Figure 4.5 visualizes why the threshold value is a trade-off between false positive
classifications with a low threshold value and false negative classifications with an high threshold value.
Figure 4.5A shows an histogram of a section of image ENDVI-A with bare soil only. This histogram is
overlaid on the histogram of the section of ENDVI-A with bare soil and crops. The difference between
the two histograms shows the pixel values of the pixels corresponding to crops. Figure 4.5B shows how
AGT draws a vertical line through the pixel value distribution and classifies all pixel values higher than
the threshold value as foreground pixels. As stated above, based on trial and error it proved that an
adaptive threshold value of the mean + 1.1 * the standard deviation resulted in the best balance
between false positive and false negative classifications.
The output of AGT was a binary orthomosaic, foreground pixels were set to 255 and background pixels
were set to 0.

Figure 4.5 Figure A shows the histogram of an image segment with only bare soil, overlaid on the histogram of an image
segment consisting of bare soil and crops. The difference between the two histograms are the pixels corresponding to crops.
Figure B gives a schematic representation of how adaptive gaussian thresholding works. The method basically draws a vertical
line through the histogram and classifies all the pixels right of the threshold value as foreground pixels, thus plants. All pixels
with a value lower than the threshold are classified as background pixels and set to zero. The thresholding is adaptive because
the algorithm recalculates the threshold, irrespective of the absolute reflectance factor values, for every step of the moving
window in the image. The threshold value is set for this study to the mean pixel value of the moving window + 1.1 * the
standard deviation of the pixel value distribution in the moving window. For every moving window pixels with a reflectance
factor value higher than the mean + 1.1 * standard deviation are plant material and the remaining pixels are bare soil.
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4.3.2. Crop row detection
With thresholding, only the spectral properties of the pixels have been used to classify them into
foreground (plant) or background (soil). Since the crops have been sowed in a distinct pattern of
equidistant crop rows, the sowing pattern was used to increase the accuracy of the foreground
extraction. An Hough line transform algorithm was applied to detect crop rows in the images. The
detected crop rows were used as a mask over the threshold results to further limit the pixels that have
been classified as foreground. Figure 4.6 gives a schematic overview of the workflow.

Figure 4.6 Schematic overview of the workflow applied to detect the crop rows and apply them as a mask on the orthomosaic.

4.3.2.1.
Hough line transform
Hough transform is a method for detecting complex patterns of points in binary image data developed
in the 1960s (Hough 1962), any shape that can be described mathematically can be reconstructed by
Hough transform. The Hough line transform function in OpenCV is specifically designed for detecting
straight lines in images. The basic principles of the Hough line transform are explained below.
In Cartesian coordinates a line can be described mathematically by a function in slope-intercept form:
𝑦 = 𝛼𝑥 + 𝛽

(4)

Where α determines the slope of the line and constant β is the y-intercept.
This equation can be modified to write the function in its parametric form:
𝜌 = 𝑥 cos 𝜃 + 𝑦 sin 𝜃

(5)

Where 𝜌 is the distance from the origin perpendicular to the line and 𝜃 is the angle of this vector and
the x-axis. The transformed coordinate space is known as the Hough space, this principle is also shown
in figure 4.7. To detect the lines, the points in the image space get plotted as sinusoidal curves in the
Hough space, representing the parameter values for all the possible lines that can be drawn through
the point. This way a group of points that form a straight line in image space get plotted to a set of
sinusoids intersecting at one point in Hough space. The point of intersecting sinusoids gives the
coordinates in Hough space of the line through all the points in image space. Through inverse transform
this can be converted into a straight line in the image space with cartesian coordinates. The
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implementation of this algorithm in OpenCV requires the user to define the input image (has to be
binary), a threshold value (this is the number of lines that need to intersect at a point in Hough space
before this point in Hough space is considered a line in the image), and accuracies for 𝜌 and 𝜃.

Figure 4.7 Representation of a line in image space (left) and Hough space (right) (Sharma 2012).

This study required a very specific implementation of the algorithm due to the nature of the images.
In order to get the desired results it was necessary to run the algorithm twice, first on the entire
orthophoto exports of 3072 x 3072 pixels, secondly on smaller subsections of the image of 501 x 501
pixels each, by means of a moving window.
The first run of the Hough line transform algorithm was used to determine the angle of the most
prominent crop rows in terms of number of pixels on the line. By using the detected crop row
orientation as a filter for the lines detected in the second run this approach ensured that only detected
lines with an orientation equal to the crop row orientation were used for the image mask. The crop
row orientation was determined by setting the threshold value used by the Hough line transform
significantly higher than the values of the most prominent lines in the image, 25000. The Hough line
transform was applied iteratively. After every iteration the threshold value was lowered with 200 until
the first line was detected. This line corresponds to the most prominent crop row in the image. The
orientation of this line is stored to filter the detected lines after the second run of the Hough line
transform.
The second run of the Hough line transform algorithm was applied on smaller subsections of every
image by means of a moving window. This was needed due to the limited accuracy of the Hough line
transform in combination with the imagery. Figure 4.8 gives a clear overview of this principle. A very
low threshold value of 5 was used for the moving window to make sure that the algorithm detected
all possible lines. The detected lines in the moving window were filtered based on the angle of the line.
All lines with an angle that was equal to the detected crop row orientation +- 0.06° were stored to
create the image mask, all other lines were removed. The remaining lines were drawn with a width of
22 pixels on a binary image with value 1 to create the image mask for the ENDVI orthomosaic.
Using only a regular implementation of the Hough line transform didn’t work because it was not
possible to set parameter values that worked for every image. The changes in light intensity in the
images made it impossible to generate “one size fits all” parameter settings for the algorithm. It was
the combination of using very high threshold values in the first run to determine the angle of the crop
rows in combination with the second run with low threshold values but a restricted angle that provided
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the robust and desired functioning. It has to be noted that due to this approach it is impossible to
analyse images with crop rows in multiple directions.

Figure 4.8 The left image shows what the detection and drawn crop rows looked like. Due to the size of the images a small
error in the angle caused large errors in the drawn crop rows at the end of the images. For this reason, the average angle of
the crop rows was used to draw the crop rows step by step in a smaller moving window in the image (right figure). This
approach increased the accuracy of the crop row detection.

The output of the two subsequent Hough line transform algorithms was used as a mask on the images
that resulted after AGT. False positive foreground pixels in between crop rows were eliminated this
way. This process is schematically shown in figure 4.9. The implementation consists of multiplying the
ENDVI orthomosaic with the binary mask.

Figure 4.9 Schematic overview of how the computer used the output of the crop row detection as a mask to improve the
extraction of foreground pixels based on their relative position.

4.3.3. Plant delineation and count
The final step in the image segmentation process is the delineation of the plants and the counting of
the plants. Two different approaches have been developed to count plants. One method is based on
an edge detection approach, the other method uses a matched filtering approach. Figure 4.10 gives a
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schematic overview of the developed methods. To the different methods is referred as the edge based
approach and the matched filtering based approach in this report.

Figure 4.10 A schematic overview of the workflow for plant delineation and plant count.

The edge based approach relied on delineation of the plants edges to get to an object detection and
plant count. the edges of the crops were identified, using the Canny edge detector (Canny 1986). The
implementation of the algorithm in OpenCV was used. This implementation works with four
subsequent steps (Anon n.d.):
1. A 5x5 Gaussian filter is applied for noise reduction.
2. The first derivatives in horizontal (Gx) and vertical (Gy) direction are determined (for the user
defined kernel), the edge gradient and edge angle are derived from that:
a. 𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝐺) = √𝐺𝑥 2 + 𝐺𝑦 2
𝐺

b. 𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒(𝜃) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 ( 𝑦 )
𝐺𝑥

(6)
(7)

3. For every pixel is checked if it constitutes to the edge, by checking if the pixel edge gradient is
a local maximum in the direction of the edge. If the gradient in the pixel is not a local maximum,
the value of the pixel is set to zero.
4. The last step is hysteresis thresholding. Two user-defined threshold values are used to decide
which pixels are part of the edge and which are not. Edge gradients that are higher than the
high threshold value are sure to be edges, edge gradients that are lower than the low threshold
value are sure to ben non-edges and the edge gradients that lie between the two threshold
values are classified as edges only if they are connected to “sure-edge” pixels.
The output of the algorithm was a binary image showing the identified edges of the input image. The
actual implementation of the plant detection algorithm can be found in the python code, available as
an attachment.
For the plant detection an algorithm, using the principle of matched filtering, was developed.
The principle of a matched filter is the following: a matched filter is obtained by correlating a known
template, with an unknown signal to detect the presence of the template in the unknown signal. The
developed algorithm used predefined knowledge of the maize plant to count the maize plants in the
field.
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The algorithm consisted of a moving window with a user defined size that scanned the image. The
minimum plant size was used to determine whether a plant was captured by the moving window. The
user has to set a threshold value that specifies how many pixels within the moving window need to
have a pixel value higher than 0. The threshold value should correspond with the number of pixels that
are corresponding to a small plant in the image. When the number of pixels with a pixel value greater
than 0 in the moving window was larger than the threshold value the moving window was expected
to contain a plant. Subsequently, the algorithm used the fact that in general every individual maize
plant has an higher ENDVI value than its direct surrounding background to estimate the location of the
plant. The local maximum ENDVI value in the moving window was selected as an indication for the
plants position. By only using a threshold value corresponding to the number of pixels that are
occupied by a plant the versatility of the algorithm is guaranteed. More complex features like for
example shape and texture in template matching would require a specific algorithm for every crop
type and growing stage. This implementation only requires the user to adjust the threshold value and
moving window size to the characteristics of the crop of choice.
The following workflow was used to count plants, making use of this principle.
•

•

•

•
•
•

A moving window of 15x15 pixels moved over the image. The size of the moving window was
based on the distance between- and size of the plants. This window size ensured that only one
plant at the time could fit in the window.
Every moving window was tested if the number of pixels with a pixel value larger than 0
(background) exceeded 50. When the number of pixels was smaller than 50, the moving
window was disregarded because it did not contain a complete plant.
When the window had more than 50 pixels with a pixel value larger than 0 the window
contained a plant. The position of the pixel with the highest value was marked to identify the
location of the maize plant. The highest ENDVI value was used for this because it was the most
likely pixel to belong to the plant.
After the entire image was analysed this way, all the marked pixels were retrieved.
All the marked pixels that had less than 9 pixels separating them were merged because they
likely marked the same plant.
The number of remaining marked pixels were drawn on the original ENDVI image for the user
to compare the automatic count with a manual count.

Figure 4.11 shows how the resulting output of the plant count was visualized and was used for
validation.
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Figure 4.11 The figure shows a part of an image that was used for validation of the automatic crop count. Figure A is used for
the manual count, figure B is a visualization of the automatic count. It shows where the algorithm detected plants and which
dots were merged. All dots that touch each other were counted as one plant.

4.4.

Validation

The validation of the results was solely based on the images. No measurements were taken in the field
to compare the image segmentation results with. The results of the automatic crop count were
validated by a manual plant count on the same images. The validation focused on different aspects of
the crop count:
•

•

•

A randomly selected subset of three crop rows of three images was validated, false positives
and false negatives and both the crop count accuracy and the overall accuracy were reported
(Figure 4.12).
|𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡− 𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡|

o

𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = (1 − (

o

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = (1

𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 +𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
−(
))
𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

))

(8)
(9)

On one randomly selected image all false positives between crop rows were counted and
compared with the total automatic crop count of that image (ENDVI-B). This validation was
done to quantify the overestimation resulting from false positives between crop rows.
Three crop rows in the orthophoto that were formed out of multiple pictures with different
lighting conditions were validated to assess the influence of strong changes in light intensity
(Figure 4.12). This validation was done to quantify the influence of the transition in light
intensity on the performance of the plant count.

Because there was no data of leaf area index it was not possible to validate the surface area of the
plant delineation with in field measurements. However, the number of delineated objects was counted
and compared with the number of plants that was counted manually, identical to how the automatic
crop count was validated.
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Figure 4.12 Overview of the selected crop rows for validation. The red rectangles indicate the areas used for the validation of
the plant count and delineation. The yellow rectangle indicates the area that is used to validate the influence of the changes
in light intensity.
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5. Results
In this chapter the results of the study are presented. The results follow the order of the image
segmentation workflow, starting with the results of the AGT, section 5.1, followed by the results of the
Hough line transform, section 5.2. The last section, 5.3, shows the validated results of the plant count
and object detection and delineation.

5.1.

Thresholding

As explained in the methodology section 4.3.1, AGT was a trade-off between false positive and false
negative classifications. Figure 5.1 shows the results of AGT for the four selected images (now labeled
ENDVI-A up to ENDVI-D, corresponding with the RGB and FC images.). Next to the general overview of
the results in Figure 5.1, figure 5.2 is added to show specific features of the results in more detail.
figure 5.1 shows that in general AGT has been succesfull for seperating the crops from the background,
this is the case in all four images. The crop rows are the dominant features in every resulting image. In
image ENDVI-A the effect of the strong change in light intensity is visible. The AGT succesfully extracted
the crop rows in both the light and dark section of the image and only missed a few of the darker crops
at the transition between light and dark. This is visible in the red tetragon in figure 5.2 - changing light
intensity
Since the threshold value was based on the pixel distribution of every specific moving window, all
features in the images that cause the local pixel value distribution to deviate from the mean also have
a negative impact on the thresholding results. The affecting features encountered in the imagery were
patches of weeds, differences in light intensity and differences in plot or crop row spacing. These
features and the effect that they have on the results of AGT are shown in more detail in three subimages in figure 5.2.
respectiv the first sub-image shows the effect of the transition between light and dark parts of an
image on the results of AGT. The second sub-image shows the influence of weed patches on the results
of AGT and the third sub-image shows the influence of plot spacing on the results of AGT.
At the transition of different light intensities the crops with a lighter intensity are falsely classified as
background (false negative). This is visible in the red tetragon in Figure 5.2 – changing light intensity.
Weeds were falsly classified as foreground by the AGT, due to their high ENDVI values. The weeds also
cause surrounding crops to be classified as background, due to their influence on the pixel value
distribution in the moving window. This is shown in the red circle in Figure 5.2 - Weeds.
The spacing between rows of crop rows (perpendicular to the crop rows) was larger than crop row
spacing. Ocassionally the moving window could enclose a large space with limited or no crops in the
window. This affected the pixel value distribution and caused a lot of background pixels in the plot
spacing to be falsly classified as foreground. An example of this is shown in the red rectangle in Figure
5.2 – plot spacing.
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Figure 5.1 Overview of the results after adaptive gaussian thresholding, the resulting image is binary. The images show that
both weed and crops are classified as foreground pixels. There is also a lot of noise visible between the crop rows due to the
heterogeneous spectral properties of the soil. The rectangles show the sections of the images that are enlarged for a more
detailed overview in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 The features that have an effect on the pixel distribution of the moving window that was used for the AGT in more
detail.

5.2.

Hough line transform

Figure 5.3 gives an overview of the results of the Hough line transform, figure 5.4 shows specific
features of the results in more detail. The algorithm detected the crop rows in the dominant direction
in all the pictures. For the images A, B and D this meant that all the crop rows were detected. However,
in Figure 5.3C it is visible that the algorithm worked poorly on images with crop rows that had multiple
angles. This is related to the approach described in section 4.3.2.1. The algorithm is not working on
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images with crop rows in multiple directions. Due to the implementation only the crop rows with the
same orientation as the most dominant crop row are detected in the bottom left corner of AGT-C. The
upper right half of AGT-C shows only some sections of crop rows. This limitation of the algorithm
however has been a conscious choice in the development phase to increase the performance on
images with uniform crop row orientation.

Figure 5.3 Overview of the results of the Hough line transform algorithm. The algorithm removes noise between the crop rows
to improve the foreground extraction. However due to the implementation of the algorithm it works only in one direction per
image. This shortcoming is visible in image C, where multiple intersecting crop rows are in one image. The blue rectangle
indicates the area that is enlarged in Figure 5.4
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Figure 5.4 shows more details of the results. The Hough line transform was effective in removing weeds
in between crop rows from the foreground extraction. Also, the pixels that were false positive
classifications in between crop rows were successfully removed from the image. Inaccuracies remained
only at the locations of false positive and false negative crop row detections. False positive crop row
detections happened when the false positive classified pixels were lying on a straight line with the
same orientation as the crop rows. An example is shown in the red rectangle in figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 In detail the results of the Hough line transform. By using the sowing pattern in the classification process, false
positive classification between crop rows, including patches of weed, can be correctly classified as background. The red circle
indicates a patch of weed that is correctly removed from the results of the foreground extraction based on its position between
crop rows. The red rectangle shows a spot where the Hough line transform algorithm classified a patch of noisy pixels as a
crop row because the orientation of the pixels is similar to the orientation of the crop rows.
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5.3.

Plant count and delineation

In the following section, the results of both plant count algorithms are presented. Table 5.1 gives a
summary of the final results of the image segmentation workflow. Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show a
summary of the results of the validation of the influence of changes in light intensity and false positive
classifications between crop rows for an entire image.
For the matched filtering approach, the average plant count accuracy is 97%. The values range
between 96% and 98% for the different sections that have been validated. The overall accuracy (false
positive and false negative classifications also taken into account) is on average 87% and ranges
between 82% and 89%. The accuracy rates of the different validated sections differ at maximum 7%.
For the edge detection based approach the average plant count accuracy is 47%, the values range from
43% to 53% for the different sections. It was not possible to validate the plant delineation due to a lack
of field measurements.
Table 5.2 shows how the false positive classification in between crop rows relate to the total number
of plants that was counted. In total 127 false positives were counted on a total automatic count of
5111 crops. This corresponds to an overestimation of the number of plants of 2,5%.
Table 5.3 shows the influence of a change in light intensity averaged over three crop rows. In this case
it resulted in an underestimation of the number of crops of 9 crops to a total automatic count for the
crop rows of 123. An underestimation of 2,5%. The total impact of changes in light intensity on an
image or agricultural field depend on the number of crop rows that is comprised of different images
with different light intensities.
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Table 5.1 Summary of the validation results for the plant count and the plant (object) delineation.

Image

Matched
filtering
plant count

Manual
plant count

Matched
False
filtering
positive
plant count
accuracy

False
negative

overall
accuracy

Edge
detection
plant count

Edge
detection
plant count
accuracy

ENDVI-A
ENDVI-B

131
129

137
131

96%
98%

5
6

11
8

88%
89%

59
69

43%
53%

Total
automatic
matched
filtering
plant count
4973
5111

ENDVI-D
Total

137
397

142
410

96%
97%

10
21

15
34

82%
87%

66
194

46%
47%

5170
15254

Table 5.2 Results of the validation of the number of false positive classifications in between crop rows and plots for an entire image.

Image
ENDVI-B

False positive
127

Total automatic plant count image
5111

Relative error
2,5%

Table 5.3 Results of the validation of the influence of changes in light intensity on the automatic plant count of crop rows.

Image
ENDVI-A

False negative
9

Automatic plant count
123

Relative error
6,8%
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The tables gave a summary of the results, the following figures are visualizations of the results that
allow to show and distinguish different features that influenced the results.
Figure 5.5 and Figure 10.7 and Figure 10.8 in the appendix present a visualization of the validation of
the matched filtering based plant count and show the results of the object delineation. The figures
show that both the plant count and object delineation algorithm performed equally well for the three
images, despite the differences in light intensity between the images. A more detailed view on the
performance of the algorithms is given in figure 5.6 and figure 5.7.
Figure 5.6 shows a close up of the results of the edge detection algorithm. The detected edges for the
object delineation show that the large underestimation of the plant count in the edge detection based
approach is a result of the large number of neighbouring plants that is merged into one object. All
plants that were clearly surrounded by bare soil have been detected as one object, plants with
touching leaves on the imagery were not distinguished due to overlapping leaves. A clear example of
this is highlighted in figure 5.6.
Figure 5.7 shows a close up of the results of the matched filtering based approach to plant counting
and detection. Three different misclassifications in the image are numbered and show the following
features:
1. A patch of weed, the patch of weed was detected and counted by the algorithm as a maize
plant.
2. A missed plant, a small plant or a plant with limited contrast is not detected in the moving
window and thus not counted by the algorithm.
3. A wrongly detected plant, a plant is counted by the algorithm, however the highest ENDVI
value belongs to the leaf of the neighbouring plant, resulting in a false positive and false
negative classification.
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Figure 5.5 Visualization of the results of the plant count and object delineation for ENDVI-A. The red rectangle indicates the
area that has manually been counted for validation purposes, the results of the validation are shown in the white, transparent,
rectangles in more detail.
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Figure 5.6 A clear example of how overlapping leaves merges multiple neighbouring plants into one object. Only plants that
are clearly surrounded by bare soil are detected as individual plant.

Figure 5.7 A close up of the results of the matched filtering based approach for plant counting and detection. Three different
types of misclassifications have been numbered and discussed. 1: A patch of weed, the patch of weed was detected and
counted by the algorithm as a maize plant. 2: A missed plant, a small plant or a plant with limited contrast is not detected in
the moving window and thus not counted by the algorithm. 3: A wrongly detected plant, a plant is counted by the algorithm,
however the highest ENDVI value belongs to the leaf of the neighbouring plant, resulting in a false positive and false negative
classification.
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Figure 5.8 shows the results of the validation of the effect of different light intensities on the plant
count. Figure 5.9 shows the results of the validation of the number of false positive plant counts
between crop rows.
Figure 5.8 shows how the change in light intensity propagates through the workflow and results in
false negative classifications. In the image is visible that the orientation of the transition line between
the dark and light image with respect to the moving window during AGT has influence on the severity
of the impact on the results. The maximum affected area can never be larger than half the size of the
moving window during AGT. In this particular case 51 x 51 pixels ≈ 5 plants. This is the case for the left
most crop row while the impact decreases for the crop rows to the right.
Figure 5.9 shows the number of false positive classifications in between crop rows. Almost all of these
false positive classifications are positioned between crop rows in the length direction. Both the
foreground extraction with AGT and the Hough line transform algorithm were unable to successfully
classify that section as background pixels.

Figure 5.8 Visualization of the effects of changes in light intensity on the image segmentation. The red rectangle indicates the
area of the image that has been used for the validation. The left image shows how the change in light intensity showed up on
the FC image after pre-processing. The centre image shows how the change in light intensity affects the results of the
foreground extraction. The right image shows how the affected results of the foreground extraction eventually result in false
negative classifications.
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Figure 5.9 Visualization of the validation results of the number of false positive classifications in between crop rows.
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6. Discussion
Currently, the image analysis step is the weakest link in the process of developing remote sensing
based high throughput field phenotyping platforms (Fiorani & Schurr 2013). To be able to extract
relevant phenotypic information from images of experimental plots the acquired images have to be
segmented into meaningful objects. In other words, the crops in images have to be identified from the
background (e.g. soil) in the image to be able to extract specific features of these crops from the image.
In controlled environments like a laboratory or greenhouse numerous image segmentation techniques
have been used successfully (Joosen et al. 2010; Knecht et al. 2016). However, the changing
environmental conditions experienced during a flight campaign in the field require a more robust
approach for the image segmentation. Since in field phenotyping gives the ultimate expression of the
effects of genetic- and environmental factors and their interaction on critical production traits
currently the topic of GEOBIA for in field high throughput phenotyping is a topic of major interest (DíazVarela et al. 2015).
The main goal of this research was to develop a workflow for automated GEOBIA of crops in the field
from VHR UAV borne imagery. This study used VHR imagery of an experimental maize trial to develop
and test a computer vision algorithm that was capable of identifying the individual maize plants in the
field just after emergence, count the plants and extract the shape of the plants from the image.
Although the workflow was developed and tested on VHR imagery of experimental maize plots in the
field, the workflow is designed to be robust under different conditions and work for a variety of crops
independent of their shape. The performance of the algorithm was tested to quantify the success rate
of the algorithm. During the development phase of the algorithm different features were identified
that have an impact on the process of image segmentation. The influence of these features is
addressed, resulting in several recommendations that could aid to relieving the phenotyping
bottleneck.

6.1.

Image segmentation workflow

The main research question was to identify and test image segmentation techniques for the
identification and delineation of individual maize plants in VHR UAV borne imagery. For the plant
identification and counting two different approaches were developed. One approach, based on an
edge detection algorithm was focussed on delineating the plants and subsequently counting the
delineated objects. The second method used a matched filtering approach for finding local maximum
ENDVI values in plants to identify and count the plants. The plant count that was based on the edge
detection algorithm resulted in an underestimation of the plant count, the algorithm counted 47% of
the total number of plants (Table 5.1). The results obtained with the matched filtering approach
showed better results. The algorithm resulted in an accuracy of 97% for the plant count when solely
looking at the total number of plants (Table 5.1). When also false positive and false negative plant
identifications were considered as errors the accuracy was 87% (Table 5.1).
Although the results of both algorithms differ a lot, the results of this study show potential for both
algorithms for in field high throughput phenotyping and determining germination scores. Both
algorithms have specific strong and weak points that relate to the methods they rely on for detecting
and counting plants. The pros and cons of both methods are discussed separately in the following
paragraphs and the findings per method are put in perspective by comparison with previous studies.

6.1.1. Edge detection
The edge detection based approach didn’t had the desired results for crop counting, it resulted in a
large underestimation. The underestimation of the plant count was mainly related to the overlapping
leaves between neighbouring plants (Figure 5.6). Neighbouring plants with overlapping leaves were
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delineated as one object, since the edge between plant and background was interrupted. The gradient
between the ENDVI value of overlapping leaves of different plants was not high enough to be detected
by the algorithm. As a result neighbouring plants with overlapping leaves were delineated as one
object, despite the fact that they consisted of multiple plants. This made the edge based approach not
very suitable for this specific case with emerging maize plants. The separation of different plants from
each other gave poor results but the separation of plants and background worked very good. Although
it was not possible to quantify the performance by validation due to a lack of field data, visual
inspection of the imagery showed that the delineation of edges between plant leaves and background
was robust. The canny edge detection detected edges under changing light conditions or changes in
background colour, as long as the gradient between plant material and the background was larger than
the gradients within the objects or background. By using the ENDVI as vegetation index the strong
gradient between plants and background was guaranteed. Based on these results, the combination of
pre-processing of the imagery, the prior steps in the image segmentation workflow and the edge based
plant delineation and identification algorithm has the potential to be a robust and accurate solution
for scenarios with crops without overlapping leaves. Thus, wider spaced crops like for example
emerging potato or cabbage would be an appropriate target crop for automatic scoring by this
workflow. In addition, due to the high resolution of multispectral UAV borne imagery nowadays it is
an option to acquire images earlier after crop emergence. The ground resolution of 9 mm per pixel
allows for the identification of objects of approximately 18 mm in size according to Suomalainen
(2016). At the time of image acquisition the maize crops in this study supported two leaves that
spanned about 20 cm. The plants were already larger than necessary to be able to be identified as
individual plants in the images. Data acquisition earlier after crop emergence, before the leaves were
big enough to overlap, could have resulted in a much better performance of the edge based plant
count and object delineation.
Edge detection based applications have been used in a number of other studies for plant monitoring.
Lootens et al. (2016) compared the performance of colour based, texture based and edge based
methods for the delineation of individual plants using ground based, top view imagery of perennial
ryegrass in the field. The images in the study consisted of one plant per images, surrounded by bare
soil with a of resolution 49.57 or 74.36 pixels per cm depending on camera setup. Lootens et al. (2016)
found that edge detection outperformed colour and texture based methods for the segmentation of
images. However, much like the results of this study, the best and most robust performance was
achieved by combining the different techniques to limit the vulnerability to changing light conditions
and background colours and texture. Overall the study achieved an accuracy of 77.2% for the
quantification of plant size (‘base area’) of field-grown perennial ryegrass in top view images. That
accuracy was 30% higher than the accuracy achieved in this study. The findings of Lootens et al. (2016)
underpinned our findings that the edge detection based approach has great potential for the analysis
of wide spaced crops and that combining different segmentation techniques creates a more robust
result.
Haghighattalab et al. (2016) developed an edge detection based image processing pipeline for the
extraction of plot level data of large wheat breeding nurseries. The edge detection method was
successful in identifying the individual plots. However, some neighbouring plots had overlapping
leaves. Just like the results of this study, their algorithm was not capable of distinguishing those
neighbouring plots. They advised to collect images in earlier growing stages before the plants are big
enough to overlap. Extracting plot level data can be a good option when individual plants can’t be
separated.
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Another interesting approach to GEOBIA that is being used on UAV borne VHR imagery is the use of
machine learning algorithms. Pérez-ortiz et al. (2016) used support vector machines (SVM) for the
classification of weeds in an agricultural field both between and in crop rows. The initial segmentation
steps are comparable to this study. vegetation indices combined with thresholding and the Hough line
transform were used for the initial segmentation of the UAV borne imagery. For the last step, the
identification of plant and weed objects SVM were used. By using SVM with 10 easy to calculate
features they were able to successfully separate weeds from crops, despite the identical spectral
properties. These results would not be possible with the use of edge detection algorithms for object
identification. Disadvantages that are mentioned by the authors for this method are that a number of
features is crop dependent, this means that the algorithms needs to be adjusted for every specific crop
type. Another disadvantage is that, since it uses a supervised learning algorithm, some user
intervention is needed during the image segmentation. When images are blurry or shadows can be
found user intervention may be complicated
Summarized the edge detection based approach has the following pros and cons and possible
improvements:
Pros:
•
•
•
•

The algorithm counts and delineates the plants. By delineating the plants into polygons the
algorithm facilitates the feature extraction.
In combination with vegetation indices the algorithm is robust under changing light conditions
and background colours
The algorithm captures plant shape and area
The algorithm can theoretically be used for the count and delineation of any crop.

Cons:
•

•
•

The application of the algorithm is limited to plants that do not overlap on the images.
o The applicability is reduced to early growing stages or plants that are widely spaced
when sowed.
The algorithm requires a very high spatial resolution for accurate delineation and plant count.
Pixel size must be smaller than half the size of the leaves.
The algorithm requires the crops to be sowed in rows.

Recommendations:
•
•

Use the shape, texture and area of the delineated objects to segment the delineated objects
that consist of multiple neighbouring plants into individual objects.
Plan data acquisition before leaves are overlapping

6.1.2. Matched filtering based approach
The matched filtering based plant count gave very good results for the counting of the maize plants
(97% accuracy on average). The plant count was based on identification of the maximum ENDVI value
in a moving window. The size of the moving window was defined by the user and was based on crop
size and plant spacing to contain either no, or one plant in the moving window for each iteration. A
user defined threshold value was used by the algorithm to decide whether a moving window captured
a plant in the image. Because this approach does not rely on edge detection for the identification of
plants, the plant count was not negatively affected by the large number of overlapping leaves of
neighbouring plants. This made the results of the matched filtering based approach for this study far
superior to the edge detection based approach. The difference in the accuracy shows that crop and
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plot spacing are very important aspects to take into account for selecting the proper image analysis
tools.
The algorithm was developed with the requirement to be versatile and preferably not crop specific.
For this reason, the algorithm was specifically designed to work without using very specific plant
features and with parameter settings that are easy to adjust. Plant size in combination with plant
spacing is used to define the moving window size and step size and plant size in terms of number of
pixels is included as a threshold value. These parameters are very easy to adjust to any crop for a
potential user. This specific design gives the algorithm the potential to give an accurate plant count for
any crop. The only requirements are for the user to properly define the dimensions of the moving
window and the threshold value specifically for each crop and growing stage. The only requirement
for the input data is that it must be possible to distinguish the crops from the background (soil) based
on intensity of the pixel values, for example by using a vegetation index in combination with a form of
thresholding like in this study.
Although the use of a user defined moving window size and threshold value is responsible for the
robustness and versatility of this algorithm, the approach also has some limitations. The accuracy of
the algorithm depends on how well the individual plants in the image are captured one by one in the
moving window. However, since plant size and shape vary both by nature and due to differences in
orientation of the plants towards the camera it is impossible with the current design of the algorithm
to achieve a 100% accuracy. Plant shape and orientation vary too much to be able to have one
threshold value and moving window size that fits all plants. The performance of the algorithm for plant
identification was not as good as for plant counting. The results showed that the algorithm did result
in numerous false positive and false negative classifications (Figure 5.7). The plant locations that are
given as output by the algorithm correspond to the maximum ENDVI value that has been located for
every plant. Although it works for 87% of the plants as a good indication of their position for this study,
it is not an exact approach to identifying plants in an agricultural field.
Remote sensing in combination with automatic image analysis has been used in controlled
environments for the determination of germination scores (Joosen et al. 2010; Dell’ Aquila 2005).
However, using UAV borne VHR resolution imagery for plant counting is a new approach. To the best
of our knowledge only one recent study developed a workflow to determine cotton plant emergence
in the field (Chen et al. 2017)(they mention that they haven't found any comparable studies). Chen et
al. (2017) used an interactive supervised maximum likelihood classifier for separating the orthomosaic
of the cotton field in leaf and non-leaf objects. Subsequently the resulting polygons were filtered based
on a minimum area and counted. It was possible for leaf polygons to consist of more than one plant.
For that reason the average plant size was determined and used to determine the number of plants in
one polygon. An approach that could be adopted to improve the quality of the edge detection based
results. The average accuracy achieved by Chen et al. (2017) was 88.6% with accuracy ranging from
81% to 99.5% for the different validated segments. The approach of this study is on average 10% more
accurate and also more robust than Chen et al. (2017). The range of values for the validated segments
in this study is 96% – 98% with on average 97% accuracy (Table 5.1). Whether the difference in
performance is the result of a better plant count algorithm or a better initial image segmentation in
plant and non-plant pixels is difficult to say based on the paper. But both proposed methodologies
show the potential of UAV borne VHR imagery for precisely monitoring plant germination over time to
provide growers early in the season with accurate information.
Although the possibility to compare the results of the matched filtering based approach for the
counting of maize plants is limited. The results of this study indicate that the developed algorithm is a
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versatile and robust algorithm. To further test this hypothesis the performance of the algorithm should
be tested on numerous other crops at different growing stages.
Summarized the matched filtering based approach has the following pros and cons and possible
improvements:
Pros:
•
•
•
•

Accurate plant count.
The algorithm can theoretically be used for the count of any crop.
Robust under changing light intensity and background colours.
The algorithm gives an estimate of the plant’s position.

Cons:
•
•

The algorithm requires the crops to be sowed in rows.
The algorithm does not facilitate in the process of feature extraction.

Recommendations:
•

•

Explore the potential of using this algorithm on the objects that have been delineated by the
edge detection based algorithm. This algorithm might help in identifying multiple plants within
one object.
Explore the potential of using this algorithm in combination with the derived DSM to derive
local maxima in the DSM for plant count and identification.

6.1.3. Hough line transform
The Hough line transform is quiet commonly used for the detection of crop rows in ground based
methods (Tellaeche et al. 2011). However, detecting crop rows in UAV borne VHR imagery with the
Hough line transform algorithm has been used only a few times. The study of Pérez-ortiz et al. (2016)
was one of the first to use the Hough transform algorithm on UAV borne imagery for the detection of
crop rows. They manually fixed the angle of the Hough line transform based on the orientation of the
crop rows in the images for accurate crop row detection. This made the detection accurate, but it also
required all the crop rows to have the same orientation. This study also used a fixed angle in the Hough
line transform algorithm to have accurate and more robust results. However, as an addition, the
implementation of the Hough line transform in this study automatically determines the orientation of
the crop rows for every individual input image, the user does not have to set the angle.

6.1.4. Influence of field conditions
In field imagery sets other requirements to image segmentation algorithms compared to lab
conditions. Weather conditions during image acquisition resulted in large differences in light intensity
in the imagery, the field was infested with weeds and the background colour was not constant. The
design of the algorithms tried to limit the influence of environmental factors on the results as much as
possible. The influences of the environmental factors and the interaction with the algorithms that were
observed during this study also resulted in a number of recommendations with respect to data
acquisition and plot setup.
Changing light intensity:
•

Changing light conditions during image acquisition influence the pixel value distribution. This
negatively affects the results of thresholding. It also negatively affects the derivation of
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•

physical parameters like for example reflectance factor values from the measured digital
numbers.
By applying thresholding to small subsets of the imagery (101 x 101 pixels in this study) the
area affected by thresholding of sections with heterogeneous lighting conditions is kept small.
It was not possible to make the image segmentation entirely insensitive to changing light
conditions.

Recommendations:
•
•

Plan data acquisition during weather with stable atmospheric conditions.
Measure incoming radiation at the site during data acquisition to correct images for changes
in incoming radiation. This is applied or recommended by multiple studies to correct for
changing irradiance during data acquisition (Kallimani et al. 2016; Nolet et al. 2017; Yu et al.
2016)

Changing background colours:
•

•

Changing background colours change the contrast in images between the background and
the relevant objects. This resulted in more false positive classifications in the binary output
after AGT.
Using multispectral imagery enables the use of NIR based vegetation indices. This effectively
reduces the influence of changing background colours and enhances the contrast between
plant objects and the background. Using NIR imagery is recommended for the reduction of
noise from background pixels (Chen et al. 2017)

Weeds:
•

•

Due to the use of very small subsets of 101 x 101 pixels for thresholding, patches of weed could
have a significant impact on the local pixel value distribution. This negatively affected
thresholding results. Due to the comparable ENDVI values of weeds and the maize plants the
weeds also resulted in false positive plant counts.
To eliminate the influence of weeds, the sowing pattern was used to limit the area of the
images to be analysed to the crop rows. All weeds growing in between crop rows were
eliminated from the image segmentation. This reduced the influence of weeds on the result to
the weeds growing within crop rows.

Recommendations:
•

Explore the potential of using the difference in non-spectral features between weed patches
and crops to distinguish weeds and relevant plants. Pérez-ortiz et al. (2016) showed that it is
possible to distinguish weeds from sunflower and maize plants using support vector machines.

6.1.5. Geographic object based image analysis
In the previous paragraphs the results and functioning of both algorithms for this study have been
discussed. The main focus of this study was on developing an algorithm for determination of the
germination score of emerged maize plants. However, a second goal was to investigate how the
resulting algorithms can be put in the wider perspective of in field high throughput phenotyping.
Although the plant count algorithm based on matched filtering performs much better for determining
germination rate, this study suggests that the edge detection based approach has the highest potential
for developing novel in field high throughput phenotyping methods. As described in Ruiz et al. (2011)
the segmentation of the image into meaningful objects contributes to the information that can be
derived from the image. The amount of information contained by the spatial and spectral properties
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of an object is larger than the information of single pixels. As a result, a versatile and robust algorithm
that is capable of identifying and delineating the pixels of individual plants is not only needed for the
assessment of plant shape and size but will also automatically also contribute to the amount of
information that can be extracted from the image for each plant. The matched filtering based approach
can only determine the germination score of crops and does not aid to the process of object detection
and feature extraction for in field high throughput phenotyping in general. However, for seed
production the germination score is a very important parameter for seed quality. Information about
germination at various time intervals is required to calculate cumulative germination curves that show
germination score over time (Joosen et al. 2010). The matched filtering based approach in combination
with VHR UAV based data can potentially be a valuable tool for seed production with fast an accurate
germination score assessment in the field. While the edge detection based approach can provide a
starting point for future developments of novel feature extraction algorithms for in field high
throughput phenotyping.
The techniques that have been used to develop the image segmentation workflow in this study are
based on previous studies. However, the focus on the delineation and count of individual plants based
on UAV borne imagery is unique. Previously, most studies focussed on identifying plots, crop rows or
entire fields as objects for feature extraction. The focus on individual plants has both advantages and
limitations. In order to be able to identify individual plants in UAV borne imagery, the spatial resolution
has to be very high. For the identification of objects the minimal ground sampling distance has to be
at least half the size of the smallest objects that need to be identified (Suomalainen 2016), thus for the
extraction of plant shape the pixel size has to be at least half the size of the leaves. It is only recently
that these spatial resolutions can be achieved with UAV borne imagery. The benefit of individual plant
based analysis is that also within plot (and thus within genotype) variation can be monitored. However,
downside of plant based image analysis is the increased complexity of the image segmentation. As
became clear during this study, the separation of neighbouring plants with overlapping leaves into
meaningful polygons that represent the plants shape and size is, at least for now, impossible. The
matched filtering based approach did provide an accurate approach for counting individual plants.
Although less relevant for in field high throughput phenotyping, this method can potentially provide
useful information for seed production about in field germination scores. In addition, knowing the
number of emerged plants in early growing stages is valuable information for production managers
and farmers.

6.1.6. Upscaling
The final goal of this research was to investigate the potential of this technology for upscaling. To
reduce costs the image segmentation workflow was developed using open source software. Although
the performance of the algorithms has not been compared to results of commercial software, the
results of this study show that open source software has the potential to support algorithms that
accurately count and delineate plants in UAV borne imagery. The image segmentation algorithms can
run on a regular personal computer as long as the orthomosaic is divided into pieces that are small
enough to be loaded into the internal memory.
With the current developments both in UAV based imaging technology and in the field of GEOBIA, in
field high throughput phenotyping of individual plants will become viable for future plant breeders.
Open source software has the functionality to support complex computer vision algorithms that can
deal with the challenges of in field imagery. Due to the increased quality, consumer grade cameras are
becoming an affordable approach to data acquisition, as this study shows spatial resolutions in the
order of millimetres can be achieved with hardware available for $1300,- (Chen et al. 2017) Critical
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drone features like payload, safety and stability, positioning, autonomy and flight time are rapidly
improving while the costs are dropping (Sankaran et al. 2015).
This study has shown that UAVs have the potential to be the cost effective “one size fits all”
phenotyping platform. The spatial resolution of the imagery was fine enough for the identification of
individual maize plants just after emergence. However, automatic image segmentation does set some
requirements on the data acquisition that can limit the operability. Changing light conditions during
image acquisition has an influence on the results of the image segmentation and also negatively affects
the accuracy of derived physical parameters like reflectance factor value. Data quality and
subsequently image segmentation and feature extraction benefit from image acquisition under stable
atmospheric conditions. The weather dependency can limit the operational time in a country with
weather conditions like the Netherlands. Alternatively, calibration methods have to be developed and
on site weather parameters have to be measured during image acquisition for calibration.
Another important aspect for upscaling is the versatility of the image segmentation algorithms and the
degree of automation. This research provided insight in the segmentation of maize plants. However, it
is interesting to test the performance of the algorithms on a wide variety of crops under a variety of
conditions. Also it is interesting to investigate the added value of individual plant based high
throughput phenotyping in contrast to plot based high throughput phenotyping, since the image
segmentation process of plant based high throughput phenotyping is more complicated and less
accurate than plot based phenotyping. With the increasing accuracy and success of image
segmentation algorithms it is also important to develop and validate feature extraction tools for
individual plant based analysis compared to plot level feature extraction. The algorithms that have
been developed limit user interaction during the image segmentation to a minimum. The algorithms
only require the user to properly set the parameters. This may take practice and experience that has
to be developed by users over time.
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7. Conclusion
This research focussed on the application of image segmentation techniques for the count and
delineation of individual maize plants based on VHR UAV borne imagery. The field setup consisted of
3838 plots of maize cultivars and images were acquired two weeks after plant emergence. Two
different approaches were developed that shared the first two processing steps of the image
segmentation workflow but used different characteristics of the data for the last step of the process,
to identify, delineate and count the plants.
The edge detection based approach resulted in an average plant count accuracy of 47%, with a range
of 43% to 53% for the different validated areas. The matched filtering based approach resulted in an
average plant count accuracy of 97% with a range of 96% to 98%. For this specific study the matched
filtering approach is the most accurate algorithm. However, depending on the data both methods may
be suitable for the analysis of individual plants. For plants that are sowed in dense patterns the
matched filtering based approach is the most suitable algorithm for plant counting. For plants that are
wider spaced and do not overlap on the imagery the edge detection based algorithm will give the best
results.
Different environmental conditions were experienced during image acquisition, namely: Changing
incoming radiation, changes in background colour and patches of weeds. Changes in incoming
radiation affected the histogram of the orthomosaic. The changes in incoming radiation during image
acquisition made it impossible to use thresholding on the entire orthomosaic. To cope with changes in
incoming radiation the image segmentation workflow applies thresholding to very small subsets of 101
x 101 pixels with a threshold value based on the histogram of the small subset.
Changes in background colour affected the contrast in the images between the background and the
plant objects and increased noise in the thresholding output. The use of NIR imagery allowed the
calculation of the ENDVI for contrast enhancement. This effectively reduced the influence of the
heterogenous soil colour.
Patches of weeds had spectral properties comparable to the maize plants. The presence of weed
patches could lead to false positive plant counts. To eliminate the influence of weeds, the pattern of
the crop rows was used as a spatial constraint for the plant count algorithm. This reduced the influence
of patches of weeds. Weeds growing within crop rows negatively affected the accuracy of the crop
count.
Overall, this study showed promising results towards precision agriculture applications. The image
segmentation workflow was designed using open source software. Although the performance of the
image segmentation workflow was not compared with commercial applications the results showed
that open source software has the ability to provide suitable image segmentation solutions. The
developed algorithms work highly automated and are designed to be versatile, although the
segmentation workflow has not been tested on different crops yet. The high degree of automation,
combined with the use of open source software and the probable versatility of the algorithms make
the developed image segmentation workflow highly suitable for adoption in day to day practices and
business applications. The robustness of the algorithms decreased the weather dependency for data
acquisition. Proper plant delineation does set some requirements for plot setup if this is desired for
the application.
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8. Outlook
The rapid development of UAV platforms as a suitable tool for data collection in large breeding trials
made the phenotyping bottleneck essentially a software problem (Minervini et al. 2015). As remote
sensing techniques and UAV platforms keep improving, the number of possible applications within the
field for precision agriculture keeps growing. With the growing number of possible applications, the
demand for highly automated and accurate image analysis techniques grows along. The spatial
resolution of UAV borne VHR imagery has dropped to a mm scale over the past years. That opened up
new research opportunities with respect to in field high throughput phenotyping. This study was one
of the first studies to explore the possibilities for individual plant based analysis. Based on the results
of this study we believe that future research can focus on a large number of new applications that rely
on individual plant based analysis. Monitoring of in field emergence of crops with high temporal
resolutions is possible and can provide a lot of information and new insights in seed performance and
yield potential of agricultural fields in early growing stages (Chen et al. 2017). The matched filtering
based approach in this study resulted in very accurate plant counts, proving the potential of this
approach towards individual plant detection and count. Future research can focus on developing new
and more advanced filtering methods and rulesets for higher accuracies and more diverse applications.
The accurate delineation of individual plants can be used to automatically vectorize raster imagery and
extract the relevant information and store the information in geodatabases on the level of detail of
individual plants. At this point the delineation of individual plants is limited to situations were plants
are surrounded by a contrasting background. However, Pérez-ortiz et al. (2016) already showed that it
was possible with machine learning techniques to distinguish between weeds and crops within crop
rows. We believe that progress in especially machine learning applications will make it possible to
distinguish between neighbouring plants of the same species and growing stage in agricultural fields
in the future too.
In summary, The UAV platform, with the right sensors and processing chains combined with highly
automated and versatile image segmentation techniques has great potential for in field high
throughput phenotyping. The versatility of the UAV and the potential of the state of the art image
segmentation techniques make the combination the best candidate for relieving the phenotyping
bottleneck. With the current speed of advancements in both the hardware, UAVs and sensors and the
software, the image segmentation and feature extraction algorithms, we believe that in the future of
the UAV combined with GEOBIA as the “one size fits all” solution for plant breeders.
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10.

Appendix

Figure 10.1: Overview of the RGB exports of the orthomosaic that were used during this study.
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Figure 10.2: Overview of the RGB exports of the orthomosaic that were used during this study.
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Figure 10.3: Overview of the FC exports of the orthomosaic that were used during this study.
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Figure 10.4: Overview of the RGB exports of the orthomosaic that were used during this study.
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Figure 10.5: Total setup of the virtual environment that is used for the image segmentation.
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Figure 10.6: The processing parameters that were used in Agisoft photoscan.
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Figure 10.7 Visualization of the results of the plant count and object delineation for ENDVI-B. The red rectangle indicates the
area that has manually been counted for validation purposes, the results of the validation are shown in the white, transparent,
rectangles in more detail.
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Figure 10.8 Visualization of the results of the plant count and object delineation for ENDVI-D. The red rectangle indicates the
area that has manually been counted for validation purposes, the results of the validation are shown in the white, transparent,
rectangles in more detail.
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